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Abstract
We consider a time-dependent, wind-driven, stochastic double-gyre ﬂow,
and investigate the interaction between the ﬂow and coupled particles operating within the ﬂow. It is known that noise can cause individual particles to
escape from one gyre to another gyre. By computing the Lagrangian coherent
structures (LCS) of the system, one can determine low and high probability
regions of particle escape. We adjust the coupling between two particles, and
study the eﬀect on particle escape for a variety of initial conditions and noise
intensities.
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1

Introduction

On April 20, 2010, an explosion on the Deepwater Horizon oil drilling well caused
200 million gallons of crude oil to be spilled into the Gulf of Mexico, making it the
largest oﬀshore oil spill in US history and taking 11 human lives in the process [1]. On
March 11, 2011, radioactive material was released to the ocean and atmosphere from
the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant [13]. What both events have in common
is they involve the release of material into the environment from what amounts to a
point source. It is crucial during these types of situations that one can predict the
transport of material, so one can consider ways to halt the spread of contaminants.
Forecasting the spread of material, however, requires knowledge of the ﬂuid ﬂow the
material is traveling through. Since actual data is sparse, one generally generates
velocity-ﬁeld data through numerical simulations. This data is then used to predict
trajectories to understand material transport. However, these results are sensitive
to small changes in initial conditions. A way to tackle excessive sensitivity to the
initial conditions is to run several diﬀerent models for the same scenario. This, unfortunately, results in even larger distributions of advected particles, hiding signiﬁcant
organizing features of the ﬂow. For this reason, it is better to focus on the underlying
structures of the ﬂow through Lagrangian Coherent Structures [6].
Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) present a new way to look at how material
in complex ﬂuids are transported. Essentially, LCS identify key areas where the attraction and repulsion of surrounding material is prominent [6]. This thesis will focus
solely on 2D ﬂows, meaning the LCS will take the form of material lines [4]. Material
lines are paths in the ﬂow that material generally follows. Conceptually, they are
simpler to understand and recreate than material surfaces in 3D cases. They are also
common when discussing pollution transport in ocean ﬂows, similar to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The identity of these curves require knowledge of the ﬂow ﬁeld
at all times. This is diﬃcult to obtain unless there is a model for the ﬂow, which are
not available in most real-life scenarios. There are several ways to obtain the LCS of
the ﬂow including mesochronic analysis, the probabilistic transfer/dynamic Laplace
operator method, and the method of shape coherence [3]. However, the simplest
method that is somewhat computationally inexpensive to determine the LCS, and
the method we will focus on in this thesis, is by computing the ﬁnite-time Lyapunov
exponent (FTLE) [5].
Before discussing the FTLE, consider the standard Lyapunov exponent. Given
a dynamical system, one is often interested in how two particles that start inﬁnites6

Figure 1: The red lines in the ﬁgure highlight the material lines of the ﬂow.
Fluid particles on or near these lines will follow this path [6].

imally close together behave as the time t → ±∞. A quantitative measure of this
is the Lyapunov exponent. The larger the separation from the initial condition, the
higher the exponent’s value. Similarly, one can constrict the time considered to be a
ﬁnite value, thereby obtaining what is known as the ﬁnite-time Lyapunov exponent.
In the early 1990s, Pierrehumbert, and Pierrehumbert and Yang, used FTLE ﬁelds
to identify both mixing regions and transport barriers in atmospheric structures [2].
In the early 2000s, Haller connected the distribution of the FTLE values in a physical ﬂow to LCS, proposing the ridges of maximal FTLE quantities are indicators of
repelling LCS when computed in forward time, and of attracting LCS when computing FTLE in backward time [5]. This connection of FTLE and LCS was formalized
years later by several researchers (see [2] for a detailed citation list). To obtain the
FTLE ﬁeld, one allows two ﬂuid particles to follow the direction of the velocity ﬁeld
at a starting point and time t0 , and determine how much these two nearby particles
separate from each other at time t1 . The result is a FTLE ﬁeld which provides a
local measure of sensitivity to the initial conditions [6]. Ridges of maximal FTLE
values will be the LCS of the ﬂow, and can be used to predict material transport.
In addition to computing LCS from the velocity ﬁeld (for example, via the FTLE
ﬁeld), it has recently been shown that even without velocity ﬁeld knowledge, the
LCS can be tracked using autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) and autonomous
surface vehicles (ASVs) [9]. These vehicles are becoming ubiquitous for data collec7

Figure 2: The yellow ridges of this FTLE ﬁeld show where the greatest separation from an
initial point occurs.

tion and a variety of sensing tasks. By having knowledge of the LCS, AUVs and
ASVs can better take advantage of the underlying ocean dynamics to perform their
tasks in an optimal way. For example, knowledge of LCS enables one to maintain
a vehicle in a region of the ocean for long periods of time using minimal control
(station-keeping problem), and also enables one to plan the motion of vehicles from
one area to another in a time or energy optimal way (path-planning problem) [2].
One issue related to the station-keeping and path-planning problems is due to
natural noise or turbulence in the ﬂow. Even when a vehicle has been positioned in
a region with a low probability of escape (using knowledge of the LCS), noise can
still cause the vehicle to escape from its monitoring region. Recent investigations
in many diﬀerent ﬁelds such as large-scale population dynamics, cell biology, ﬂuid
mechanics, and weather and climate have shown how noise aﬀects physical and biological phenomena at various scales, and how even inﬁnitesimally small noise can
induce a rare system state transition. These noise-induced rare events could produce a desirable result, such as the extinction of an infectious disease outbreak or an
undesirable result such as escape from a monitoring region. When studying noiseinduced transitions, two main features of interest are the mean time to escape and
the optimal path of escape between metastable states, or from one metastable state
to another stable, or absorbing, state. An optimal path is the path that is most
likely to occur of all possible paths, and its existence is an important concept when
studying noise-induced transitions [8].
This thesis focuses on the fundamental problem of using swarms of sensors or
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vehicles to perform sensing tasks in the ocean. While work has been performed on
swarm dynamics (see [7, 10, 11] and references within) as well as on the control of a
single vehicle to extend escape times [2], we will perform a ﬁrst step to controlling the
escape of swarms in ﬂows and to better understand how to use LCS to the swarm’s
advantage. In this work, we consider a double-gyre ﬂow and two vehicles coupled
via a coupling parameters of arbitrary strength. Our study includes a study of how
diﬀerent coupling strengths, noise intensities, and initial conditions can inﬂuence the
escape of vehicles from one gyre to another.

2

The Double-Gyre System

Constant data collection of ﬂow data is necessary for prediction. Recently, the
use of controlled AUVs as a sensing mechanism has become favorable. The diﬃculty
in using gliders is the low amount of energy stored. Where energy is used the most
is in controlling the glider when performing a variety of tasks. Two main problems
are the station-keeping and path-planning problems as described previously. One of
the ways to improve both tasks is by using the system’s natural underlying dynamics to our advantage. By allowing the glider to follow the system’s ﬂow, one may
either keep the glider in one location or to move the glider in the intended direction
without using control or with minimal control [2]. In the station-keeping task, one
expects the glider to stay in an area which ﬂuid particles loiter for some time, or in
other words, areas with low FTLE values. In the path-planning task, the best way
to transition is to take the path that requires the least amount of control, which is
not necessarily the fastest. In order to take advantage of the ﬂow in such a fashion,
the underlying structure must be known. This is, of course, the LCS of the ﬂow,
which can be revealed by obtaining the FTLE ﬁeld for the system.

2.1

Computation of an FTLE ﬁeld

We consider a double-gyre system for this thesis as mentioned in a paper by Forgoston
et al., entitled “Set-Based corral control in stochastic dynamical systems: Making
almost invariant sets more invariant”, which is also featured in Figure 2. A simple
model of this system is given as
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Figure 3: The velocity ﬁeld for the double-gyre system at the initial time t = 0 seconds.

ẋ = −πA sin(πf (x, t)) cos(πy) − αx + η1 (t)
ẏ = πA cos(πf (x, t)) sin(πy)

df
− αy + η2 (t)
dx

(1)

f (x, t) =  sin(ωt + ψ)x2 + (1 − 2 sin(ωt + ψ))x
where (x, y) ∈ R2 , x ∈ [0, 2], and y ∈ [0, 1].
Here,  determines the amplitude of the oscillating separatrix between the gyres.
When  = 0, the ﬂow is time-independent. When  = 0, the ﬂow is time-dependent.
In this case, the gyres experience contractions and expansions in the x-direction.
The amplitude of the velocities is given by A, α represents the dissipation, ω/2π
is the oscillation frequency, and ψ is the phase. The stochastic terms are given by
η1 and
√ η2 - these describe white noise with a mean of zero and standard deviation
σ = 2D, for noise intensity D. This noise is characterized by the following ﬁrst
and second order statistics: ηi (t) = 0 and ηi (t)ηj (t ) = 2Dδij δ(t − t ) for i = 1, 2.
For this thesis, we let A = 0.1,  = 0.15, α = 0.0005, ψ = 0, and ω = 2π/20. We also
consider the ﬂow dynamics on a restricted domain {(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 2 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1}.
The parameter values were chosen to remain consistent with [2].
First, one calculates the velocity ﬁeld by evaluating ẋ and ẏ for a considerable
amount of points in the system. Figure 3 uses approximately 850 velocity mesh
points, which as one can see, is not enough for a high-resolution FTLE ﬁeld. In10

Figure 4: (a) FTLE for the time-independent case stays the same as time progresses.
(b)-(c) FTLE for the time-dependent case changes with time. (d) FTLE ﬁeld for a timeindependent system with noise added shows a larger high probability of escape region.

creasing the number of mesh points will increase the resolution of the FTLE ﬁeld
- for this ﬂow model, one should use at least 5000 points/velocity measurements.
With this information, the FTLE values can be calculated.
Consider the velocity ﬁeld v : R2 × I → R2 , over the interval I = [ti , tf ] ⊂ R and
the following system of equations:
ż(t; ti , z0 ) = v(z(t; ti , z0 ), t)

(2)

z(ti ; ti , z0 ) = z0

(3)

where z=(x, y)T ∈ R2 , z0 ∈ R2 , and t ∈ I.
The solution of this system from initial time ti to the ﬁnal time ti + T can be
viewed as the ﬂow map φttii +T which is deﬁned as follows:
φttii +T : z0 → φttii +T (z0 ) = z(ti + T ; ti , z0 ).
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(4)

We will consider an initial point z at ti = 0, as well as a perturbed point z + δz(0)
at ti = 0. Using a Taylor series expansion, one ﬁnds that
dφttii +T (z)
δz(T ) =
δz(0) + O(||δz(0)||2 ).
(5)
dz
Ignoring the higher order terms, the magnitude of the linearized perturbations is
given as
||δz(T )|| =



δz(0), Δ ,

(6)

where Δ is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and is given as follows:

∗ 

dφttii +T (z(t))
dφttii +T (z(t))
Δ(z, ti , T ) =
,
(7)
dz(t)
dz(t)
with

∗

denoting the adjoint. Then the FTLE can be deﬁned as
σ(z, ti , T ) =


1
ln λmax (Δ),
|T |

(8)

where λmax (Δ) is the maximum eigenvalue of Δ [2]. When computing the FTLE
ﬁelds numerically, we used MATLAB’s ODE45 Runge-Kutta routine to advect the
particles in the ﬂow with a time of advection of T = 20 and a ﬁxed step size of
dt = 0.05.
After calculating the FTLE ﬁeld for this double-gyre ﬂow, one can see the location of the separatrix, the divider of the two gyres, as well as other major ridges.
These ridges are the LCS of the ﬂow. For the time-independent case, the separatrix
is not oscillating, so that the LCS stays the same for all time. In the time-dependent
case, the LCS is changing as time evolves. For this reason, the LCS needs to be
obtained at each time step to fully understand the evolution of the ﬂow’s LCS.
The FTLE ﬁeld/LCS allows one to understand the ﬂow. Returning to our problem of interest, we plan to use this information to increase the loitering time of the
vehicle while using the least amount of energy possible. If one needs to monitor a
region for a long period of time, one could direct the vehicle to a low-FTLE region
and turn oﬀ the control. If the vehicle is to travel to a speciﬁc place, one could use
the LCS paths to reach the destination, controlling the glider only to get on and oﬀ
the LCS while the ﬂow transports the vehicle along the LCS.
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When noise is added, the motion of particles/vehicles become much more complicated and unpredictable. A new phenomena that comes with the noise is escape
of vehicles between gyres. A particle/vehicle successfully escapes a gyre if it is transported across the LCS which separates the phase space into two regions. For long
periods of time, particles spiral around the interior portion of the gyre. Eventually,
the particles enter the region of high probability of escape at which point they are
swept out of one gyre through the saddle region into the other gyre. Before studying
escape from a two-dimensional gyre, we ﬁrst look at escape of a particle from a simpler, one-dimensional potential well. This allows us to fully understand the factors
that play into the mean escape time of a particle/vehicle.

2.2

Potential Well Problem

Noise-induced escape from a potential well is considered in Forgoston and Moore’s
2017 paper entitled “A Primer on Noise-Induced Transitions in Applied Dynamical
Systems”. A particle is located at the bottom of an over-damped potential well under
the inﬂuence of external Gaussian noise. This noise will cause the particle to escape
the well it resides in. As the noise intensity decreases, escape becomes an increasingly
rare event. To determine the mean escape time, we consider the Langevin equation,
∂U
+ η(t),
(9)
∂x
where x is the particle’s position, U determines the potential well, and η represents
the Gaussian noise. The accompanying Fokker-Planck equation is


∂p(x, t)
∂ ∂U (x)
1 ∂ 2 p(x, t)
=
p(x, t) + D
,
(10)
∂t
∂x
∂x
2
∂x2
where p is the probability density and D is the noise intensity. On the right-hand
side, the ﬁrst term is the drift or transportation term, and the second is the diﬀusion
or ﬂuctuation term. We can rewrite (10) as,
ẋ = −

∂p
∂J
∂U
1 ∂p
= − ,J = −
p− D .
(11)
∂t
∂x
∂x
2 ∂x
+ ∂J
= 0 is a continuity equation for the probability density p,
This means ∂p
∂t
∂x
and J is interpreted as a probability current. For a stationary process (probability
distribution does not change), J =constant. We also assume the well height, ΔU =
U (xmax ) − U (xmin ), is much greater than the noise intensity, D, so that ΔU/D
1.
We want to determine the escape time for particles in the well at x = xmin , as
shown on Figure 5. The probability current given above can be rewritten as
13

Figure 5: Schematic of a potential well U (x). The bottom of the well, where the particle
is located, is at x = xmin . The top of the well is at x = xmax . If the particle’s position
surpasses xmax , it escapes [8].

1
J = − D exp
2



−2U (x)
D

Integrating from xmin to A gives







∂
2U (x)
exp
p(x, t) .
∂x
D


2U (xmin )
p(xmin , t)
D exp
D


J=
2U (xmin )
A
dx
2 xmin exp
D

(12)



(13)

where x = A is the location of an arbitrary point far from xmax , the right end barrier
of the well. For a high barrier, the quasi-stationary distribution of the Fokker-Planck
equation satisﬁes


∂ ∂U (x)
1 ∂ 2 p(x, t)
0≈
p(x, t) + D
,
(14)
∂x
∂x
2
∂x2
where the time dependence of p(x, t) arises from a slow leakage of probability from
the well. The quasi-stationary distribution function near xmin is then


−2[U (x) − U (xmin )]
.
(15)
p(x, t) = p(xmin , t) exp
D
The probability P (t) to ﬁnd the particle in the well is,

14



x2

P =

x1

p(x, t)dx = p(xmin , t) exp

2U (xmin )
D





x2

exp
x1

−2U (x)
D


dx,

(16)

where x1 and x2 are the locations of arbitrary points in the potential well where
x1 < xmin < x2 (Fig. 5). The probability current J is the probability P times the
escape rate r. Since P r = J, the escape time (the inverse of the escape rate) is




A
P
2 x2
1
−2U (x)
2U (x)
=
dx
dx.
(17)
τ= =
exp
exp
r
J
D x1
D
D
xmin
The ﬁrst integral is largest near xmin . Using Taylor expansion
1
U (x) ≈ U (xmin ) + U  (xmin )(x − xmin )2 .
2
Since the second integral is largest near xmax , we expand

(18)

1
(19)
U (x) ≈ U (xmax ) − |U  (xmax )|(x − xmax )2 .
2
By extending the integral boundaries to ±∞ in both directions, we obtain the expression for the mean escape time as
2π

exp
τ=
U  (xmin )|U  (xmax )|



2[U (xmax ) − U (xmin )]
D




= K exp

2ΔU
D


[8] (20)

It can be seen from (20) that the escape time increases exponentially with the
well barrier height, K depends on the curvature at xmin and xmax , and the escape
time increases as the noise intensity decreases.
An example can be seen in Fig 6 . The potential well we will consider is given
by U (x) = −x3 + 34 x with a well height of ΔU = 12 . We computed the mean escape
time by running 10000 simulations for a variety of noise intensities. By taking the
logarithm (20), we obtain ln τ = ln K + 2ΔU
. Plotting ln τ versus D2 should give us
D
points lying on the a line with the analytically predicted slope m = ΔU [8].

2.3

Escape of Particles in the Double-Gyre system

As stated previously, noise causes particles to escape between gyres. Forgoston et al.
[2] have shown that the noise-induced escape in this two-dimensional double-gyre system is analogous to the previously described one-dimensional potential well problem.

15

Figure 6: (a) Graph of the potential well given by U (x) = −x3 + 34 x with well height
is ΔU = 12 . (b) Natural logarithm of the numerically computed mean escape time as a
2
. The equation of the best ﬁt line
function of 2 times the inverse of the noise intensities, D
is y = 0.50163x + 0.628278, whose slope approximately agrees with the analytic prediction
of ΔU = 12 .

We are aware of a relationship between the noise intensity and the average escape
time, but more detail about this relationship will be useful for our studies. We
will numerically compute this relationship by averaging the escape times for 5000
simulations starting in a small region close to the center of the gyre, as shown in (7).
The results are shown in Figure 8. The best ﬁt line for the points on the graph
is y = 0.00250161x + 3.3289520. We will use this as the standard for particle escape.
Now that we understand this much about particle motion and escape for this
double-gyre system, let us consider a slightly enhanced scenario, which will be the
focus of this thesis; the motion of coupled particles in this system.

3

Motion of Coupled Particles

Before tackling the much more diﬃcult problem of multiple, massive swarms of
underwater gliders, we ﬁrst explore the motion of two particles in the double-gyre
ﬂow, of inﬁnitesimally small mass and coupled together by a coupling of arbitrary
strength. The path of the particles should not only be aﬀected by the ﬂow, but also
16

Figure 7: 5000 particles start in a region near the center of the gyre. Following the LCS,
they sweep around the center and continue until they reach the saddle region, at which
point the majority pass through the LCS to the other gyre [2].

by the pull of the second particle it is coupled to. The coupling is thought to be
similar to a spring, which means Hooke’s law can be used to represent the pull of
the other particle in the equations. This thesis will only consider the kinematic case,
so all the eﬀects of motion will be included in the velocity equations. By applying
Hooke’s Law, we get the following equations:
k
(x1 − x2 )
2
k
v1 = y˙1 − (y1 − y2 )
2
k
u2 = x˙2 − (x2 − x1 )
2
k
v2 = y˙2 − (y2 − y1 )
2
u1 = x˙1 −

(21)

where u1 and v1 represent the ﬁrst particle’s x- and y- velocities respectively, u2
and v2 represent the second particle’s x- and y- velocities respectively, x˙1 and y˙1
represent the x- and y- velocities of the ﬂow at the point (x1 , y1 ) at some time t, and
x˙2 and y˙2 represent the x- and y- velocities of the ﬂow at the point (x2 , y2 ) at some
time t. Finally, k is the coupling constant, which measures the strength and stiﬀness
of the coupling. The higher the value of k, the stronger the coupling.
This new addition to the velocity equations depends on two factors: the dis17

Figure 8: The graph shows the linear relationship between the inverse of the noise intensity
and the natural logarithm of the mean escape time. The best ﬁt line is y = 0.002475x +
3.34414

.
tance between the particles and the strength of the coupling. Without this term,
the particle motion would solely be dependent on the ﬂow. Noting this, one can
guess what happens when the coupling is extremely weak. In this scenario, the term
would be almost ignorable, and the velocity of the particle would mostly be aﬀected
by the ﬂow. In the setup of this system, it is stated the domain of consideration is
{(x, y)|0 ≤ x ≤ 2 and 0 ≤ √
y ≤ 1}, meaning the maximum distance two particles
could have in this system is 5 units, or 2 units in the x-direction and 1 unit in the
y-direction. It is possible the entire coupling term could be increased by a maximum
factor of 2 in the x-direction, but if the coupling constant is small initially, this might
not be to big of a change. We consider a weak coupling constant when k ≤ 1 × 10−4 ,
as the majority velocity values are less than this value. This means the big diﬀerences
in motion should come from adjusting the coupling constant. One can also examine
the strong coupling case, where the stiﬀness of the coupling is so great, it dominates
the motion. The assumption from what we see is that both particles move as one,
or they come together and then move as one. Either way, the coupling term dictates
the motion in the beginning, and continues to do so except for the moments where
the particles are so close together that the coupling term becomes ignorable. We
consider a large coupling constant when the constant k ≥ 5.
What requires more attention is when the coupling constant is an intermediate
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value between those mentioned earlier, as it cannot be easily inferred by the equations. How drastically will this pull aﬀect the path of a particle as shown by the
LCS? Is this a generic movement for all coupling values and all starting initial conditions? Finally, how will this aﬀect escape times when noise is present? We examine
all cases by looking at diﬀerent point conﬁgurations on the simple, double-gyre ﬂow
model stated in (1) both with and without noise. We keep the constant values assigned previously to this double-gyre example. To keep calculations uniform, we use
a stochastic Runge-Kutta method to track particle advection with and without noise.
The time step-size, h, for each calculation is 0.01. For each particle tracking with no
noise, the time of advection being considered is the same, T = 20. The MATLAB
code of the particle tracking and escape time is included in Appendix A.

3.1

Weak Coupling: k ≤ 10−4

First, let us see if there is a diﬀerence in the movement of the particles. To do this,
consider a system without noise so comparing the non-coupled and coupled movements of the particles will be clearer. Also, consider the case where two particles
are close together in the center of the left gyre. When the particles are not coupled,
the tracked path in the frames of Fig. 9. In this region, particles tend to spiral
around the center, with minimal outward or inward movement. This is expected as
this region has low FTLE values. Now, we introduce a weak coupling between the
two particles and notice any changes in the path. From the frames in Fig. 10, It can
be seen the path is a near-perfect match to the non-coupled case. This enforces our
initial thought about movement with this type of coupling. We will perform more
simulations with a diﬀerent conﬁgurations to see if this continues to hold.
Now, consider the conﬁguration where two particles start near the center of the
diﬀerent gyres. This time the distance between both points is longer, which could
possibly aﬀect the velocities as stated by the formula. Also, the particles are on
opposite sides of the LCS, so there may be an unexpected ﬂow direction that is not
seen in the non-coupled case. As can be seen from Fig. 11 in the non-coupled case,
both particles spiral around the centers of their perspective gyres with small inward
or outward movement, similar to the ﬁrst conﬁguration tracked before. Focusing on
the frames in Fig. 12, we again see the exact same path as depicted in the noncoupled case. The biggest unknown was how the coupling would be diﬀerent if the
particles were on two diﬀerent sides of the LCS. There turns out to be no change in
this conﬁguration and a few similar conﬁgurations tested alongside this one.
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Finally, consider the extreme conﬁguration where the two particles start at completely opposite ends of the system, either on or near an FTLE ridge. The direction
in which the particle is moving is known but the actual position could be oﬀ by
just the smallest change in initial conditions. The paths of the non-coupled case is
shown in Fig. 13. The possibility that the coupling would pull the particles from
their initial places just enough that the path would come to be somewhat diﬀerent
from the non-coupled case was always in the back of our minds. However, as can be
seen by Fig. 14, the motion still stayed the same. We are conﬁdent now that having
a small enough coupling constant would give the impression that the particles are
moving independently.
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Figure 9: The two particles start at the points (0.4, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.55) with no coupling. These frames capture their position over the span of one ﬂow period at times
t = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 20.
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Figure 10: The two particles start at the points (0.4, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.55) and the coupling
between them is k = 1 × 10−7 at times t = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, and 20. We see a
near identical path between this and the non coupled case.
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Figure 11: The two particles start at the points (0.55, 0.5) and (1.5, 0.45) with no coupling.
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Figure 12: The two particles start at the points (0.55, 0.5) and (1.5, 0.45) and the coupling
between them is k = 1 × 10−7 . Even being on two separate sides of the LCS, the motion
remains the same.
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Figure 13: The two particles start at the points (0.03, 0.87) and (1.9, 0.04) with no coupling
between them. Both particles start on or near an LCS ridge, which allows for a fast
movement away from their initial position.
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Figure 14: The two particles start at the points (0.03, 0.87) and (1.9, 0.04) with a coupling
constant k = 1 × 10−7 . Even with the positions at opposite sides of the double gyre system,
the coupling still plays minimal role in altering the path brought on by the ﬂow. It’s even
more interesting that the particles both started in areas with a high uncertainty of path
(FTLE ridge).
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3.1.1

Mean Escape Times

Figure 15: The particles start at the same initial position of (0.4, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.55) at
varying noise intensities from 1/450 to 1/150. The graph of the natural logarithm of the
escape times vs. the inverse of the noise intensities is given above. The red line is the best
ﬁt for the points and the equation is y = 0.00239x + 3.43558.

Besides the path traveled, another problem of interest was how would the coupling aﬀect the escape time of these particles for the weak coupled case when noise is
added to the system. In this case, because two particles are being examined instead
of one, escape is accomplished when both particles have transitioned from one side
of their respective gyres to the other. If at a certain time only one particle escapes
but not the other, it is not considered escape. From what was stated before, there
shouldn’t be any change in the average escape time since the paths traveled would
be similar to the case with no coupling. Using the mean escape times from Figure
8, we are able to corroborate our ﬁndings with the numerical simulation we ran, the
results of which can be seen in Figure 15. Both graphs show a similar, strong, positive linear correlation with the equations being almost the same. The same amount
of simulations (4000) was used to calculate both graphs. It is almost impossible to
exactly match the two results as the noise in the system is random, but the large
amount of simulations performed allowed for a close result to be possible.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 16: Graphs of D−1 vs. ln(Mean Time of Extinction) for a weak coupling, k = 1 ×
1
1
to 180
. (a)
10−7 . The particles start at the same initial position at noise intensities from 480
starts at (0.6, 0.5) and (0.3, 0.35) and the best ﬁt line equation is y = 0.002x + 3.55195. (b)
(0.7, 0.3) and (0.35, 0.7) with best-ﬁt line equation y = 0.0017x+3.52888. (c) (0.55, 0.5) and
(1.5, 0.45) with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00185x + 3.84365. (d) (0.8, 0.5) and (1.2, 0.45)
with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00164x + 3.84241. (e) (1.45, 0.55) and (1.5, 0.48) with
best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00176x + 3.48906 (f) (1.35, 0.35) and (1.7, 0.35) with bestﬁt-line equation y = 0.0016x + 3.52206 (g) (0.03, 0.87) and (1.9, 0.04) with best-ﬁt-line
equation y = 0.00133x + 3.77212
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Knowing that weak coupling has almost the same results as no coupling, we use
the graphs from Figures 16a - 16g average escape of two uncoupled particles in a
system with varying noise. Refer to these graphs for comparisons as we analyze
future coupling cases.

3.2

Strong Coupling: k ≥ 5

It can be seen from the formula the motion of the particles will be determined
by the coupling, at least while the distance between the point large enough. Any
speciﬁcs on motion needs to be analyzed through simulations. To understand the
diﬀerences in paths, consider the system with no noise. According to Fig. 17, the
two particles starting close near the center of the gyre come together after 1/10 time
of starting. Once together, both particles follow the same path dictated by the ﬂow,
and the coupling term approaches 0 as the particles get inﬁnitesimally close together.
In the event that both particles start at center of separate gyres, like in Fig.
18 after a little more than 0.2 units in time, the particles come together and move
as one particle. Besides a slight shift in the y-direction, the ﬂow had no aﬀect on
the two particles until they came together. This is especially interesting considering
the smooth transition through the LCS for the particle in the right gyre. This is
the second scenario where both particles automatically come together before strictly
following the ﬂuid ﬂow.
In this ﬁnal scenario, the particles are starting at completely opposite sides of
the double gyre system. The Figure 19 show us that once again the particles come
together, then move as a single particle, following the ﬂow’s path. Unlike the case
with the weak coupling where the particles follow the ﬂow’s path without any changes
by the coupling, the two particles were almost entirely aﬀected by the coupling and
then by the ﬂow. In the multiple simulations we have, this initial pulling by the
coupling has been by all of them.
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Figure 17: The two particles start at the points (0.4, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.55) with a coupling
constant k = 20. Frames are taken at times t = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 2.5, 7.5, 12.5, 17.5, and 20.
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Figure 18: The two particles start at the points (0.55, 0.5) and (1.5, 0.45) with a coupling
constant k = 20.
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Figure 19: The two particles start at the points (0.03, 0.87) and (1.9, 0.04) with a coupling
constant k = 20.
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3.2.1

Mean Escape Times

The path of the two-particle system is naturally going to be diﬀerent because
both particles meet a new position before allowing the system to move them. Also,
time has passed while the particles moved towards each other, so the direction the
pair moved is going to slightly diﬀerent than if a particle started at that position initially. We calculated and graphed showing the relationship of the natural logarithm
of the mean escape time vs the inverse of the noise intensity, similar to what we did
in the weak coupling case. In seeing the graphs and the equations, we notice some
key diﬀerences that tell some interesting actions taken by the two-particle-system.
Fig. 20a and 15 show the relationship of escape time and noise intensity for a
two-particle-system starting at (0.4,0.5) and (0.5,0.55). There is a slight diﬀerence
1
between the two, and that is the highest noise intensity calculated for 15 is 150
. For
1
20a, the highest is 180
. This has a tiny aﬀect on the slope of the best-ﬁt line, but it is
not too big that conclusions cannot be made. If we compare the values of the natural
1
log of the mean escape time when the noise intensity is 180
, we get about 3.85 for the
weak coupling case and 3.8 for the strong coupling. In looking at the paths taken,
the big aﬀect is the high intensity of the noise. Because escape happen when both
particles appear on the opposite side of the LCS, the larger escape time in the weak
coupling case comes from the fact that both particles are taking an independent path
and need to escape. In the strong coupling case, both particles are taking the same
path to escape. It is not necessarily a quicker path, but becomes a speedier process
if they travel together. As the noise intensity gets smaller, the times tend to even
out because there is the deviation in paths traveled is not too great, especially since
in both case the particles are staring in the same general region. The smaller slope
in 20a comes from evening out of the escape times.
In noticing all the line equations from Figures 20b - 20h, the slopes are seen more
compact than in the weak coupling case, and that has everything to do with the pair
coming together before the movement, especially if in multiple conﬁgurations the
particles meet in a similar region like in Figures 20a and 20c. Also, the uncertainty
in the LCS shows when looking at the slopes of Figures 20d, 20e, and 20h. For these
cases, the initial pull of the coupling has the diﬀerent conﬁgurations come together
in the same area in the center of the separatrix. This explains the varying slopes
even though they are closer. It might also explain why the points are not monotone.
At some points, the escape time of a small noise intensity is shorter than that of a
slightly larger noise intensity. That could be related to the unpredictability of the
LCS and particles that pass through there.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

(g)

Figure 20: Graphs of D−1 vs. ln(Mean Time of Extinction) for a strong coupling, k = 20.
1
1
to 180
. (a) starts
The particles start at the same initial position at noise intensities from 480
at (0.4, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.55) and the best ﬁt line equation is y = 0.00208x + 3.48122. (b)
(0.6, 0.5) and (0.3, 0.35) with best-ﬁt line equation y = y = 0.00208x+3.46495. (c) (0.7, 0.3)
and (0.35, 0.7) with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00208x + 3.47181. (d) (0.55, 0.5) and
(1.5, 0.45) with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00221x + 3.47946. (e) (0.8, 0.5) and (1.2, 0.45)
with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00186x + 3.64139 (f) (1.45, 0.55) and (1.5, 0.48) with
best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.002x + 3.66146 (g) (1.35, 0.35) and (1.7, 0.75) with best-ﬁt-line
equation y = 0.0022x + 3.57978 (h)(0.03, 0.87) and (1.9, 0.04) with best-ﬁt-line equation
y = 0.00219x + 3.58044
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3.3

Intermediate coupling: 1 × 10−4 < k < 5

Now consider the case where the coupling is of intermediate strength. This is the
case that need the most analyzing because the path the particles will follow is not
easily seen by the equations. When the coupling is very weak, there is not aﬀect to
the particles. When the coupling is strong, the particles come together before the are
moved by the ﬂow. It is expected that both things a pull of the coupling and the ﬂow
will occur at the same time, but how that aﬀects the overall path and escape times
is still unknown. As always, we ﬁrst consider the system without noise for a better
comparison, and we chose the coupling constant of k = 0.5 for these simulations.
When the particles start close together near the center of the gyre like in Fig.
21, the distance is small so the pull is not too big but a pull is noticeable. As time
progresses, the particles are getting closer and closer together. It takes exactly 6.4
units in time for the particles to completely come together, which is not as fast as
the strong coupled case.
For the following scenario where the particles start at the center of the two separate gyres in Fig. 22, the distance is bigger so the coupling should have a stronger
aﬀect. Instead of spiraling around, the two particles start coming together. However,
as soon as they get close to the FTLE ridge, and they stay in that general area for
a considerable amount of time. From t = 5 to t = 20, the ﬂow and coupling balance
the movement of both particles.
Finally, when starting at opposite sides of the system like in Fig. 23, the distance
is also big enough that the coupling has a dominant pulling aﬀect. However, it is
not as direct as when a stronger coupling is added. Also, the particle on the left
side travels around the center of the gyre as this happens, meaning that the ﬂow’s
velocity is still playing a part in the motion. The pair get to the separatrix later in
time, which explain why there is no balance in the movements as there was in the
previous conﬁguration. When t = 5, the particle in the left gyre hits that separatrix,
and then at t = 10, the same particle passing through the LCS to come together
with the other particle.
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Figure 21: The two particles start at the points (0.4, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.55) with a coupling
constant k = 0.5. The frames are captured at times t = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 20
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Figure 22: The two particles start at the points (0.55, 0.5) and (1.5, 0.45) with a coupling
constant k = 0.5.
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Figure 23: The two particles start at the points (0.03, 0.87) and (1.9, 0.04) with a coupling
constant k = 0.5.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 24: Graphs of D−1 vs. ln(Mean Time of Extinction) for a intermediate coupling,
1
to
k = 0.5. The particles start at the same initial position at noise intensities from 480
1
180 . (a) starts at (0.4, 0.5) and (0.5, 0.55) and the best ﬁt line equation is y = 0.00213x +
3.4767. (b) (0.6, 0.5) and (0.3, 0.35) with best-ﬁt line equation y = 0.00204x + 3.46698. (c)
(0.7, 0.3) and (0.35, 0.7) with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.004x+3.05574. (d) (0.55, 0.5) and
(1.5, 0.45) with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00526x + 2.16158. (e) (0.8, 0.5) and (1.2, 0.45)
with best-ﬁt-line equation y = 0.00176x + 3.68834 (f) (1.45, 0.55) and (1.5, 0.48) with bestﬁt-line equation y = 0.00251x + 3.27238 (g) (1.35, 0.35) and (1.7, 0.75) with best-ﬁt-line
equation y = 0.0.0068x + 2.4488 (h)(0.03, 0.87) and (1.9, 0.04) with best-ﬁt-line equation
y = 0.0012x + 3.45685.
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3.3.1

Mean Escape Times

Figures 24a - 24h show the relationship of escape time and noise intensity for a
two-particle-system when the coupling constant k = 0.5. Looking at the equations of
the lines, the slopes are varying more than the other cases. It looks like mean escape
times are longer than the majority of other conﬁgurations. Watching the paths, it
has to do with the balance of the coupling and the velocities. At some moments, the
pair meanders before transition occurs. In some cases, the particles came together
and traveled as one, but this also took time to occur. The most interesting conﬁgurations is 24g and 24h because it has the biggest and smallest slopes respectively.
For the conﬁguration in 24g, tracking the path revealed that the two particles stay
close to each other, but they don’t end up in the same position until after a considerable amount of time. This distance causes the halt in movement because there’s
a chance the particles are pulled in opposite directions, which counteract the pull of
the coupling. In the conﬁguration from ﬁgure 24h, the distance is big enough that
the coupling has a stronger eﬀect. The particles come together and, as we saw in
the case with no noise, they meet near the separatrix. The surrounding areas of the
gyre is the place where movement is faster and more unpredictable. If they are in
that region, it should not take long to escape, unless there is a balance in the ﬂow’s
and coupling’s eﬀect, like in the conﬁguration 24d.

4

Conclusion

The LCS helps identify key areas of particle transport which allows one to determine the spread of material in the ﬂow. LCS can be determined by computing the
FTLE ﬁeld at various moments in time. We considered the double-gyre ﬂow as an
example and showed how the location of LCS can help determine monitoring regions
as well as how noise in the ﬂow can cause a vehicle to escape from its monitoring
region. Using this as a base situation, we compared our results to the situation of two
vehicles that are coupled together and operating in the ﬂow, as one would see when
AUVs or ASVs are working together. Unlike a single particle/vehicle, the coupling
allows for a deviance from the paths one sees with no control. In many cases, the
time of escape is extended, making it easier to loiter in a region for data collection.
One interesting point to note is that the LCS is not followed strictly until a speciﬁc
distance is reached where the coupling term becomes ignorable. Escape of particles,
instead of being solely inﬂuenced by the LCS and the noise, also depends on the
coupling. In the future, we wish to continue our study of coupled particles to include
a non-kinematic approach. We would also like to see if similar eﬀects occur for other
40

types of ﬂows, and for larger swarms.
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A

MATLAB Code

The main MATLAB code for particle tracking and mean escape times:
clear
clc
format long
D=180:30:480;
j=1;
x1escape=1.2;
x2escape=1.2;
for D_inv=D
nrun=2000;
dt=0.05;
h=0.01;
T=40;
CalcMax=100000000;
plotMax=T/dt;
sig=sqrt(2/D_inv);
g=1;
MES=0;
k=0.0000001;
x10=0.4;
y10=0.5;
x20=0.5;
y20=0.55;
for i=1:nrun
F_xt0=[x10,y10,x20,y20];
timeA=0;
timeB=0;
for l=2:CalcMax
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t=round((l-1)*h,6);
r=[sig*randn,sig*randn];
dxy1 = @(time,x1,y1,x2,y2) fluid_vel_noise(x1,y1,time,r)-[k/2*(x1-x2),k/2*(y1-y2)];
dxy2 = @(time,x1,y1,x2,y2) fluid_vel_noise(x2,y2,time,r)-[k/2*(x2-x1),k/2*(y2-y1)];
F_xt={dxy1,dxy2};
A=rk2_stoch_coup(F_xt{1},F_xt0,t,h,g,r);
B=rk2_stoch_coup(F_xt{2},F_xt0,t,h,g,r);
if A(1)>=x1escape
timeA=round(t+h,8);
break;
end
if B(3)>=x2escape
timeB=round(t+h,8);
break;
end
if A(1)<0
A(1)=0.001;
end
if B(3)<0
B(3)=0.001;
end
if A(2)>1
A(2)=0.999;
end
if B(4)>1
B(4)=0.999;
end
if A(2)<0
A(2)=0.001;
end
if B(4)<0
B(4)=0.001;
end
F_xt0=[A(1),A(2),B(3),B(4)];
end
while l<CalcMax || timeA==0
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l=l+1;
t=round((l-1)*h,6);
r=[sig*randn,sig*randn];
dxy1 = @(time,x1,y1,x2,y2) fluid_vel_noise(x1,y1,time,r)-[k/2*(x1-x2),k/2*(y1-y2)];
dxy2 = @(time,x1,y1,x2,y2) fluid_vel_noise(x2,y2,time,r)-[k/2*(x2-x1),k/2*(y2-y1)];
F_xt={dxy1,dxy2};
A=rk2_stoch_coup(F_xt{1},F_xt0,t,h,g,r);
B=rk2_stoch_coup(F_xt{2},F_xt0,t,h,g,r);
if A(1)>=x1escape
timeA=round(t+h,8);
break;
end
if A(1)<0
A(1)=0.001;
end
if B(3)>2
B(3)=1.999;
end
if A(2)>1
A(2)=0.999;
end
if B(4)>1
B(4)=0.999;
end
if A(2)<0
A(2)=0.001;
end
if B(4)<0
B(4)=0.001;
end
F_xt0=[A(1),A(2),B(1),B(2)];
end
while l<CalcMax || timeB==0
l=l+1;
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t=round((l-1)*h,6);
r=[sig*randn,sig*randn];
dxy1 = @(time,x1,y1,x2,y2) fluid_vel_noise(x1,y1,time,r)-[k/2*(x1-x2),k/2*(y1-y2)];
dxy2 = @(time,x1,y1,x2,y2) fluid_vel_noise(x2,y2,time,r)-[k/2*(x2-x1),k/2*(y2-y1)];
F_xt={dxy1,dxy2};
A=rk2_stoch_coup(F_xt{1},F_xt0,t,h,g,r);
B=rk2_stoch_coup(F_xt{2},F_xt0,t,h,g,r);
if B(3)>=x2escape
timeB=round(t+h,8);
break;
end
if A(1)>2
A(1)=1.999;
end
if B(3)<0
B(3)=0.001;
end
if A(2)>1
A(2)=0.999;
end
if B(4)>1
B(4)=0.999;
end
if A(2)<0
A(2)=0.001;
end
if B(4)<0
B(4)=0.001;
end
F_xt0=[A(1),A(2),B(3),B(4)];
end
MES=MES+timeA+timeB;
end
esctime(j)=MES/(2*nrun);
display(esctime);
j=j+1;
end
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esctimelog=log(esctime);
lineco=polyfit(D,esctimelog,1);
plot(D,esctimelog,’*’,D,lineco(1)*D+lineco(2));
xlabel(’D^{-1}’);
ylabel(’ln(MTE)’);
title(’D^{-1} vs ln(MTE)’);
fitlm(D,esctimelog)
function out = fluid_vel_noise(x,y,t,r);
e=0.15;
omega=pi/10;
psi=0;
alpha=0.005;
a=.1;
dt=1;
fxt=e.*sin(omega*(t*dt)+psi).*x.^2+(1-2*e*sin(omega*(t*dt)+psi)).*x;
u=-pi.*a.*sin(pi.*fxt).*cos(pi.*y)-alpha.*x+r(1);
v=pi*a.*cos(pi.*fxt).*sin(pi.*y).*((2*e.*sin(omega*(t*dt)+psi)).*x+
(1-2.*e.*sin(omega.*(t*dt)+psi)))-alpha.*y+r(2);
out=[u;v];

function int=rk2_stoch(Fx,y0,t,h,g,r);
z1=Fx(y0(1),y0(2),t);
xr=y0(1)+h*z1(1)+sqrt(h)*g*r(1);
yr=y0(2)+h*z1(2)+sqrt(h)*g*r(2);
tr=t+h;
z2=Fx(xr,yr,tr);
x=y0(1)+h/2*(z1(1)+z2(1))+sqrt(h)*g*r(1);
y=y0(2)+h/2*(z1(2)+z2(2))+sqrt(h)*g*r(2);
int=[x,y];
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